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Let Q be the class of triangle-free graphs with maximum degree four. A lower 
bound for the number of edges in a graph of ER is derived in terms of its order p 
and independence p. Also a characterization of certain minimum independence 
graphs in Q is provided. Let r(k) be the smallest integer such that every graph in Q 
with at least r(k) vertices has independence at least k. The values of r(k) for all k 
may be derived from our main theorem and + obtained as the best possible lower 
bound for the independence ratio B/p of graphs in Q. 8 1984 A-~C RW, I~C. 
INTRODUCTION 
From the work of Brooks [2] it follows that if G is a graph with 
maximum degree k containing no complete graph on k + 1 vertices, then the 
independence ratio of G is at least l/k. In case G contains no complete 
graph on k vertices, Albertson, BollobL, and Tucker [l] proved this ratio is 
larger than l/k with only two exceptions. If G contains no complete graph 
on j vertices, Fajtlowicz [4] showed that this ratio is at least 2/(k + j). In 
[9], Staton restricted his attention to triangle-free graphs with maximum 
degree 3 and proved that for such graphs the independence ratio is at least 
&. In light of a graph displayed by Fajtlowicz in [3], this is the best 
possible lower bound for this case. We consider the class Q of triangle-free 
graphs with maximum degree at most 4. It follows from our main theorem 
that the independence ratio of a graph in Q is at least -&. The well-known 
Ramsey giaph on 13 vertices with independence 4 found in [5] is an 
example where this ratio is exactly &. 
I 
All graphs are assumed to belong to Q and following [6], a graph G has p 
vertices, q edges, minimum degree 6, and maximum independent vertex set of 
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FIG. 1. The k-chain Hk. 
size /I. The graph G is an (n, Q-graph ifp = n and /3 ( i. If X is a subgraph of 
G, then G -X is the subgraph induced by all vertices of G which do not 
belong to X. The closed neighborhood of a vertex u is J(v) = {u} UN(v) and 
H(u) = G-J(v). A vertex u has degree d(v) and we note that H(v) is a 
(P-4U)- LB- I)- graph. If X and Y are subgraphs of G, then (X, Y) is 
the subgraph of G whose vertices are the vertices of X together with the 
vertices of Y and whose edges are those edges of G with one endpoint in X 
and one endpoint in Y. 
The present purpose is to derive a lower bound for the number of edges in 
a graph of Q in terms of its order and independence. The lower bound which 
we will obtain is simply expressed by the formula q > 6p - 13/3. The proof 
that this formula is true is quite complex. We require a characterization of 
not only graphs with 6p - 13p edges but also graphs with 6p - 13p + 1 
edges. This characterization will involve several classes of graphs which we 
now construct. 
For k> 1, a k-chain Hk is a graph of the form of Fig. 1, where k is the 
number of pentagons. The construction of the k-chains can be described 
recursively as follows: Let H, be the 5-cycle and a,, (I,, b, consecutive 
vertices of this cycle. Let Hk be the graph obtained by adding new vertices 
sky bky ck to HkpI together with the edges (a&,, ck), (ck, bk), (bk, C,), 
(ck, bk-11, and (ck, a~-2). 
b 
a 
FIG. 2. The extended k-chain E,. 
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For k > 3, the extended k-chain E, is a graph of the form of Fig. 2, where 
k is the number of pentagons. The graph E, is constructed from H, by 
joining a pair x and y of nonadjacent vertices of degree 2 in H, and adding a 
new vertex which is joined to each of the neighbors of x and y. We note that 
each choice of the pair x and y yields an isomorphic graph. 
The k-chain H, has p = 3k + 2, q = 5k, and /I = k + 1, so that 
q=6p-13/?+1. The extended k-chain E, hasp=3(k+l), q=5(k+l), 
and p = k + 1, so that q = 6p - 13p. The proofs of these formulas are 
straightforward. Details may be found in [8]. Obviously these graphs are 
among the graphs for which we require a characterization. In many cases 
graphs with 6p - 13/I or 6p - 138 + 1 edges have components which are 
either k-chains, extended k-chains, 4-regular graphs, or which contain such 
graphs as large subgraphs. 
We need one last construction in order to be able to complete our charac- 
terization. The graph Qk which we are about to construct always occurs as a 
subgraph of another graph. For k > 1, Qk has the form of Fig. 3, where k is 
the number of pentagons. To be precise, Qk is obtained from H, by the 
addition of a vertex v which is joined to the vertices ak- i and b, which occur 
in the construction of Hk from H,- 1. The vertices v and ak both have degree 
4 in the larger graph and Qk is an induced subgraph. 
If G contains a path xi, x2 ,..., x, with degree sequence d,, d, ,..., d,, then 
G contains a d, , d, ,..., d,path. For n = 3, the vertex xZ is central in the path. 
A graph is admissible if each component is either 4-regular or E, for some 
k > 3. A graph is subadmissible if it is one of the following types: 
(i) 6(G) > 3; (ii) 6(G) = 2 and each vertex with degree 2 is central in either a 
2, 2, 4 or 3, 2, 3 path P, where G -P is admissible; (iii) 6(G) = 2 and each 
component C of G is either admissible, Hk for some k > 1, or contains Qk as 
an induced subgraph such that the vertices v and ak have degree 4 in G and 
C - Qk is admissible. We call these graphs subadmissible since those of 
minimum degree 2 contain admissible graphs as large subgraphs. Now we 
can state our main theorem. 
Fro. 3. The configuration Qk. 
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THEOREM 1. If G belongs to Q, then q < 6p - 13/I. Moreover, if 
q=6p- 13/I, th en G is admissible; and if q = 6p - 13/3 + 1, then G is 
subadmissible. 
The proof of the theorem involves finding certain crucial configurations 
whose deletion leaves, by induction, a subgraph which is admissible or 
subadmissible. The properties of these graphs lead to contradiction whenever 
the edge inequality is violated and otherwise allow us to complete the 
construction of admissible and subadmissible graphs at the induction level. 
Before proceeding to the investigation of these properties and the proof of 
the main theorem, we will discuss some consequences of Theorem 1. 
A graph G is a minimum independence graph, or briefly mingraph, if q is 
the minimum number of edges in any graph withp vertices and independence 
/I. Thus the extended k-chains E, for k > 3 are mingraphs and the k-chains 
Hk for k > 1 are mingraphs whenever the minimum number of edges among 
all (p, /I)-graphs is 6p - 13/3 + 1. A further discussion of mingraphs and the 
construction of another class of mingraphs can be found in [S]. 
The theorem has the following corollaries. The proofs are straightforward 
and the reader is referred to [8] for details. Let r(k) be the smallest integer 
such that every triangle-free graph with maximum degree at most 4 and at 
least r(k) vertices has independence at least k. 
COROLLARY 1. For each positive integer n and for s = 1,2,3,4, the 
value of r(k), where k = 4n + s is given by r(4n + s) = 13n + 3s - 2. 
COROLLARY 2. The best possible lower bound for the independence ratio 
p/p of a graph G is A. 
II 
Now we will derive some properties of the k-chains and extended k-chains. 
The following lemmas, whose proofs are given in [7] and [8], summarize 
some important properties of the extended k-chain. 
LEMMA 1. For k > 3, the graph E, contains 2(k + 1) vertices of degree 3 
each of which has exactly one neighbor of degree 4. The vertices of E, with 
degree 3 form a cycle. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a graph which contains an induced subgraph H 
isomorphic to E, for some k > 3. If 1 Q q(G - H, H) < 2(k + l), then there 
is a vertex in H whose degree in both H and G is 3 and which has at least 
two neighbors of degree 4. 
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We will have occasion to use the following consequence of the preceding 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. If H is an admissible induced subgraph of G such that 
q(G -H, H) > 1, then either q(G -H, H) is even and at least 8 or there is a 
vertex in H of degree 3 in both H and G which has two neighbors of 
degree 4. 
Proof Since q(G - H, H) > 1, there is a component C of H such that 
q(G - C, C) > 1 and 6(C) < 3. Then since H is admissible, each component 
of H is either 4-regular or E, for some k > 3. Thus C = E, for some k > 3. 
By Lemma 1, C contains 2(k + 1) vertices of degree 3 from which it follows, 
since G has maximum degree 4, that q(G - C, C) < 2(k + 1). If there is not 
a vertex of degree 3 with two neighbors of degree 4 in G, then there is not a 
vertex of degree 3 with two neighbors of degree 4 in C. In this case, by 
Lemma 2 we have q(G - C, C) ) 2(k + 1). Thus q(G - C, C) = 2(k + 1) 
which is even and at least 8 since k >, 3. Since C is an arbitrary component 
of G such that q(G - C, C) >, 1, it follows that q(G -H, H) is even and at 
least 8. 
The following lemma gives sufficient conditions that a graph be subad- 
missible of type (iii). 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a graph with 6(G) = 2 in which every vertex of 
degree 2 is central in a 2, 2, 3 path P such that G-P is subadmissible. 
Suppose in addition that no vertex of degree 3 has all neighbors of degree 4 
and that tf there is a (p - 4,/3 - 1)-graph with q - 11 edges, it is 
subadmissible. Then G is subadmissible of type (iii). 
Proof To begin the proof we find a certain crucial configuration of 
vertices, actually a vertex of degree 2 and its neighbors, whose deletion 
leaves a subadmissible graph. It then becomes necessary to split the proof 
into cases according to the possible type of this graph. 
Since 6(G) = 2, there is a vertex x with degree 2. By hypothesis, x is 
central in a 2, 2, 3 path P and G -P is subadmissible. Let x, and x2 be the 
neighbors of x with degrees 2 and 3, respectively. Since d(x,) = 2, x1 is 
central in a 2, 2, 3 path by hypothesis. Thus, G being triangle-free, x, has a 
neighbor y in G-P such that d(y) = 3. Now y has degree at most 2 in 
G -P, so that G -P has minimum degree at most 2. Since G -P is subad- 
missible, 6(G- P) = 2 and G -P is type (ii) or (iii). Note that y has 
degree 2 in G -P and thus is not adjacent to x2. The proof is now split into 
two cases according to the type of G -P. 
Case 1. G -P is type (ii). If G -P is type (ii), then each vertex with 
degree 2 is central in either a 2, 2, 4 or 3, 2, 3 path whose deletion leaves an 
admissible graph. Since y has degree 2 in G -P, it is central in either a 2, 2, 
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4 or 3, 2, 3 path P’ and G-P-P’ is admissible. Let y, and y2 be the 
neighbors of y in P’ and let K = G-P-P’. Then we have one of the 
situations of Fig. 4. 
Now we examine K and fmd a particular subgraph whose deletion leaves a 
graph whose properties are known and which contains the array PUP’. 
This will give us sufficient information about PUP’ to determine the 
structure of G. 
For either configuration, q(P’, K) = 4 so that q(G - K, K) > 4. But 
q(G -K, K) = q(P’, K) + q({x,}, K) < 6. Since K is admissible and an 
induced subgraph of G, it follows from Lemma 3 that there is a vertex z in B 
whose degree in both K and G is 3 and which has two neighbors of degree 4. 
Since 6(G) = 3 and by hypothesis no vertex of degree 3 has all neighbors of 
degree 4, the vertex z has exactly two neighbors of degree 4 and its 
remaining neighbor has degree 3. Thus H(z) is a (p - 4, /3 - I)-graph with 
q - 11 edges and by hypothesis is subadmissible. Note that since the degree 
of z is 3 in both K and G, no vertex of PUP’ is adjacent to z so that 
P u P’ c H(z). 
We are now in the position of being able to determine the structure of 
P UP’ and finally of G. In particular, x, x1, y is a 2, 2, 3 path in H(z). So 
H(z) is subadmissible type (iii) and the path x2, x, xi, y belongs to a 
component of H(z) in which it is either in Hk or Qk for some k. In either 
case, it follows from the constructions of H, and Qk that x2 and y have two 
neighbors in common, so that x2 is adjacent to both y, and y2. We observe 
that neither y, not yz could have had degree 4 in G-P else it would have 
FIG. 4. Case 1: G -P is type (ii). 
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degree 5 in G. Thus y, and y, have degree 3 in G -P and degree 4 in G. 
Now PUP’ = Q, and K = G - Q, is admissible, so that G is subadmissible 
type (iii). 
Case 2. G -P is type (iii). If G -P is type (iii), then each component of 
G - P is either admissible, H,, or contains the configuration Qk. Recall that 
the 2, 2, 3 path P consists of the vertices x, ,x, x1 and that x, has the 
neighbor y in G-P, where y has degree 2 in G-P. Thus if C is the 
component of G -P which contains y, S(C) = 2. Since admissible graphs 
have minimum degree at least 3, either C = H, or y E Qk c C and C - Qk is 
admissible. With the exception of the case where C = H,, the vertex y 
belongs to a 2, 2, 3 path in C and has neighbors y, and y, in C with 
degrees 2 and 3, respectively. The proof splits into further cases according to 
whether C = H, or C contains Qk. 
Subcase 2.1. y E Qk c C. We first examine this case since part of the 
argument parallels the argument when G -P is type (ii); i.e., we perform 
certain deletions to obtain a subgraph in which we can find a configuration 
whose deletion provides us with additional information about our original 
configuration. 
Since Qk is symmetric with respect to its two vertices of degree 2, we may 
suppose the situation is as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
If we let K’ = C - Qk, then K’ is an admissible induced subgraph of G. 
Since q(Qk, K’)=4, we have q(G-K’, K’)>,4. But q(G-K’,K’)= 
q(Qk, K’) + q((x,}, K’) Q 6. Thus we appeal to Lemma 3 to find a vertex z’ 
in K’ which has degree 3 in both K’ and G and which has two neighbors of 
degree 4 and one of degree 3. Now we consider H(z’) and the 2, 2, 3 path x, 
x,, y in H(z’), which as before belongs to a component of H(z’) in which it 
is in either H, or Qk. Consequently x2 and y have two common neighbors so 
that x2 is adjacent to both y1 and yz. Now x belongs to Qk+ , and if D is the 
component of G containing x, then D - Qk+ , = C - Qk and thus is 
admissible. Since all other components of G are also components of G -P, 
they are either admissible, H,, or contain Qk . It follows that G is type (iii). 
FIG. 5. Subcase 2.1: y E Q,. 
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Subcase 2.2. y E C = Hk. First, if C = H,, the pentagon, and if 
q({x,}, C) < 2, then there is a vertex of degree 2 which is not central in a 2, 
2, 3 path. Thus q({x,}, C) = 2 and CUP is a component of G. Without 
difficulty we see that the only possible graph which has no triangles and 
leaves each vertex of degree 2 central in a 2, 2, 3 path is H,. Since all other 
components of G are also components of G-P, they satisfy the 
requirements for G to be type (iii). 
Now suppose C = Hk for k > 2. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 6 for 
the case k = 2. Notice that x2 must be adjacent to y,, else y, is a vertex of 
degree 2 which is central in a 3, 2, 3 path in contradiction to the hypothesis. 
Since k > 2, there is a 3, 2, 2, 3 path in C which contains none of the 
vertices x, xi, x2, y, y1 , or y,. Since we have only one unassigned edge, the 
edge incident to x2, there is at least one vertex in this 3, 2, 2, 3 path with 
degree 2 in G and hence by hypothesis in a 2, 2, 3 path P” such that G -P” 
is subadmissible. Now x, x,, y is a 2, 2, 3 path in G -P” and thus x belongs 
to a component of G -P” which is either Hk or contains Qk. In either case, 
x2 and y have two neighbors in common so that x2 is adjacent to y, as well 
as y, and CUP=Hk+,. Since the remaining components of G are also 
components of G - P, they are either admissible, H,, or contain Qk, so that 
G is type (iii). 
Now we state and prove a lemma which gives sufficient conditions that a 
graph be an extended k-chain. We will need this result for Lemma 6, which 
gives suficient conditions that a graph be admissible. A vertex is preferred if 
it has degree 3 and has a neighbor of degree 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a graph with 6(G) = 3 which contains a preferred 
vertex and contains no preferred vertex with more than one neighbor of 
degree 4. Suppose that for some k > 2 and each preferred vertex v, we have 
H(v)=H,. Then G=Ek+,. 
ProoJ: The idea of the proof is again to delete a certain crucial 
configuration, the neighborhood of a preferred vertex, and use the properties 
of the graph which remains to reconstruct the graph G. 
FIG. 6. Subcase 2.2: y E H,. 
582b/31/3-5 
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Let x be a preferred vertex. Since 6(G) = 3 and no preferred vertex has 
more than one neighbor of degree 4, the remaining neighbors of x have 
degree 3. Let x, x2, and xj be the neighbors of x with degrees 3, 3, and 4, 
respectively. By hypothesis H(x) = H, for some k > 2. 
Now x may be chosen so that it belongs to a 4-cycle. To see that this is 
true, we suppose G contains no preferred vertex which belongs to a 4-cycle. 
Since x is assumed not to belong to a 4-cycle and G has minimum degree 3, 
each of the four vertices with degree 2 in H(x) is joined to J(x) by exactly 
one edge. This leaves exactly three edges to distribute among the vertices of 
degree 3 in H(x). For H(x) = H, and k >, 2, there are at least 4 vertices of 
degree 3 in H(x). Each vertex of degree 3 is in a 4-cycle and the vertices of 
degree 3 induce a connected subgraph. Thus any assignment of the three 
edges produces a vertex of degree 3 with at least one neighbor of degree 4. 
Thus we may assume x belongs to a 4-cycle; that is, there is a vertex y, in 
H(x) which is joined to two of the xi, i = 1,2, 3. Clearly y, has degree 2 in 
H(x) and degree 4 in G. Suppose y, is adjacent to both x, and x2. Then 
x2 E H(x,) and has degree 1 in H(x,). By hypothesis H(x,) = H, and since 
6(H,) = 2, this is impossible. Thus yi is joined to x3 and x2, say, and we 
have the situation of Fig. 7. As an aid to visualization, we have distorted 
H(x). 
Since 6(G) = 3 and G is triangle-free, y, is adjacent to x, and d(y,) = 3. 
Now d(x& = 3 and x, has a neighbor of degree 4, so its remaining neighbor 
has degree 3 in G and thus degree 2 in H(x). By the symmetry of H,, we 
may suppose x2 is joined to y, and that d(y,) = 3. Suppose that d(y,) = 3. If 
k> 3, then yz has two neighbors of degree 4 which contradicts the 
hypothesis. If k = 2, then d( y6) = 3, since y, is a neighbor of y, , d( y5) = 3, 
and y, is adjacent to y, which has degree 4. Now y2 has one neighbor of 
degree 4, so that H( y2) = H,. But in this case y, is joined to y, and y,, so 
that y6 has degree 1 in H(y,). Since 6(H,) = 2, this is impossible. Thus 
d( yz) = 4 and since G is triangle-free, y, is adjacent to xi. Now the only 
unassigned edges are two edges incident to x3. Since 6(G) = 3, we must have 
d( y4) = 3 and y, is adjacent to x1. Now if d(x,) = 3, since it has a neighbor 
Yl y2 y3 Y& --- 
0 /‘Y6 y8 Yl 
FIG. 7. The preferred vertex x with H(x) = H,. 
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of degree 4, by hypothesis H(y,) = Hk and thus &H(y,))= 2. But 
y3 E H(y,) and has degree 1 in H(y,), contradicting 6(H(y,)) = 2. So we 
must have d( y,) = 4 and y, is adjacent to x3. It is clear that G = Ek+ 1. 
Finally we are ready to state and prove the last lemma needed for the 
proof of Theorem 1. This lemma gives suflicient conditions that a graph be 
admissible. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a graph with 6(G) = 3 in which there is a preferred 
vertex and no preferred vertex with more than one neighbor of degree 4. 
Suppose also that every (p - 4, p - l)-graph with q - 10 edges is 
subadmissible. Then G is admissible. 
ProoJ As in the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5, we find a configuration 
whose deletion leaves a graph whose properties are known. In this case our 
deleted subgraph will be the closed neighborhood of a preferred vertex and 
the remaining graph will be subadmissible. 
Let x be a preferred vertex with neighbors x, , x2, and x3. Since 6(G) = 3 
and no preferred vertex has more than one neighbor of degree 4, we may 
assume that d(x,) = d(x,) = 3 and d(x& = 4. Since d(x,) > 1 and G is 
triangle-free, the vertex xi has a neighbor y in H = H(x). By hypothesis x, 
has at most one neighbor of degree 4, so that y may be chosen with 
d(y) = 3. The degree of y in H is 2 and thus 6(H) & 2,. But H is a 
(p - 4, p - I)-graph with q - 10 edges and by hypothesis is subadmissible. 
Thus 6(H) = 2 and H is type (ii) or (iii). Now the proof splits into two cases 
according to the two possible types of H. 
Case 1. H is type (ii). We will show that H cannot be type (ii). We 
assume that it is and find a certain configuration in H which is deleted. This 
will leave an admissible graph, whose strong properties will force a con- 
tradiction. 
The vertex y has degree 2 in H, and H is type (ii), so y belongs to either a 
2, 2, 4 or 3, 2, 3 path P such that K = H - P is admissible. It follows from 
the fact that admissible graphs have minimum degree at least 3 that 6(K) > 3 
and the only vertices with degree 2 in H belong to P. Now x, has degree 3 
and, since G is triangle-free, has two neighbors in H. At least one of these 
neighbors yi has degree 3, since by hypothesis no preferred vertex has more 
than one neighbor of degree 4. The vertex y1 has degree 2 in H and hence 
must belong to P. Thus P is a 2, 2, 4 path consisting of y,, y, and a third 
vertex y2. See Fig. 8. 
Now since d( yi) = d(y) = 3 and d( y2) = 4, all other edges incident to J(x) 
are joined to vertices of K and we have q(G -K, K) = 9. Since q(G - K, K) 
is odd and K is an admissible induced subgraph of G, it follows from 
Lemma 3 that there is a vertex in K whose degree is 3 and which has two 
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FIG. 8. Case 1: H(x) is type (ii). 
neighbors of degree 4. This contradicts the hypothesis, so H cannot be 
type (ii). 
Case 2. H is type (iii). Now we consider the case which does in fact 
occur in admissible graphs. Recall that H is obtained by deleting x and its 
neighbors xi, x2, and x1 which have degrees 3, 3, and 4, respectively. Also y 
is a neighbor of x, in G such that d(y) = 3. 
If H is type (iii), each component of H is either admissible, H,, or 
contains Qk. Let C be the component of H which contains y. Since y has 
degree 2 in H, S(H) = 2, and, since admissible graphs have minimum degree 
at least 3, either C = H, or y E Q, c C, where C - Q, is admissible. The 
proof now splits into subcases according to the nature of C. 
Subcase 2.1. y E Qk c C and C - Qk is admissible. We will show that 
this case is impossible. Note that when we have done so, we will have proved 
the slightly stronger statement: Each component of H which contains a 
neighbor of x, or x2 with degree 3 is a k-chain. 
Let y, and y, be the neighbors of y in C with degrees 2 and 3, respectively. 
Taking into account the symmetry of Qk with respect to its two vertices of 
degree 2, we have the situation illustrated in Fig. 9. 
Xl yz 
-- --- / 
\ 
\ 
x 
y I: 
X2 
Y \ 
\ / 
/‘Y) 
Yl 
x3 
FIG. 9. Case 2.1: y  E Q,. 
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We delete the configuration Qk and let L = C - Qk. Then L is admissible 
and since q(Qk, L) = 4, q(G - L, L) > 4. Since L is an admissible induced 
subgraph of G and since a vertex in L of degree 3 with two neighbors of 
degree 4 is in contradiction to the hypothesis, by Lemma 3 we have 
q(G -L, L) > 8 and even. Since y, has degree 2 in C and S(G) = 3, y, is 
adjacent to some x, and as a consequence q(G - L, L),< 9. Thus 
q(G -L, L) = 8 and q(J(x), L) = 4 so that q(J(x), Q,J = 3. 
Now we look at possible adjacencies among the vertices labeled in Fig. 9. 
The vertex labeled y3 has two neighbors of degree 4, so by hypothesis it 
cannot be of degree 3; that is, y, is incident to an edge in (J(x), QJ. Note 
that we have accounted for all three edges in J(x), QJ. One is incident to y; 
one, to y, ; and one, to y, . Thus d( yz) = 3. 
We will perform one last deletion in order to obtain our final 
contradiction. If k = 1, then y, has degree 3 and two neighbors of degree 4, a 
contradiction. Thus k > 2 and y2 has degree 3 and exactly one neighbor of 
degree 4. Therefore H(y,) is a (p - 4,/3 - I)-graph and by hypothesis is 
subadmissible. Now x1 is adjacent to y, a neighbor of y2, and thus x1 has 
degree 2 in H(y,). Thus H(y,) is type (ii) or (iii). The vertex x is a neighbor 
of x1 with degree 3 in H(y,) and the remaining neighbor of x, is either y,, 
y,, or a vertex in L. However, x, cannot be adjacent to y, without forming a 
triangle. If x, is adjacent to y,, then yj has degree at least 3 in H(y,). And if 
x1 is adjacent to a vertex of L, then this vertex has degree 4 in H(y,). Thus 
x, is central in a 3,2,3 or 3,2,4 path in H(y,). By H(y,) is subadmissible 
implies that the second is impossible. So H(y,) is type (ii) and x1 is central 
in a 3,2,3 path T so that H(y,) - T is admissible. But since x E T, the 
vertex x2 has degree at most 2 in Z-Z(y,) - T, which contradicts the fact that 
admissible graphs have minimum degree at least 3. This completes the proof 
that C cannot contain a Qk configuration. Thus C is Hk for some k. 
Subcase 2.2. C = H,. Every k-chain (k > 1) has at least four vertices of 
degree 2. Thus 6(G) = 3 implies that q(J(x), C) > 4. Hence if D is any 
component of H different from C, q(J(x), D) = q(G -D, D) Q 3. Now since 
H is subadmissible, D is either admissible, Hk, or contains Qk. If D were 
Hk, there would be a vertex of degree 2 in G, which contradicts 6(G) = 3. If 
D were to contain Qk, D would contain two adjacent vertices of degree 2. 
Since 6(G) = 3, these vertices would have degree 3 in G. Both could not be 
adjacent to x3, else G has a triangle. So one of these vertices is adjacent to 
either x, or x2. Note that this is exactly the situation which is eliminated in 
Subcase 2.1. Thus we can conclude that D is admissible. If q(G -D, D) > 1, 
by Lemma 3 there would be a prohibited vertex of degree 3. Therefore, D is 
a component of G and so is J(x) U C. We have shown that all components 
of G different from J(x) U C are admissible. 
To complete the proof we must show that J(x) U C is E, for some k > 3. 
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Since q({x,}, C) = 3, C cannot be the pentagon H,, else there would be a 
triangle. So C = H, for k > 2. Note that we have in fact proved that every 
preferred vertex belongs to a component which is the union of a k-chain and 
the closed neighborhood of the vertex. Thus J(x) U C satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemma 5 and is Ek+ 1 for k > 2. Now since every component of G is 
admissible, G is admissible. 
III 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If p < 2, the theorem is true since 6p - 13/3 ( 0 for 
all graphs of order 1 or 2. We will prove the theorem by induction, assuming 
the truth of all statements for graphs with fewer than p vertices and 
considering G with p > 3. Let u be a vertex of G with degree 6(G); let 
H = H(v) and J = J(V). Then q = q(H) + s(u), where s(v) is the sum of the 
degrees of the neighbors of 21. We split the proof into cases according to the 
minimum degree of G. 
Case 1. 6(G) = 0. Then u is isolated and H is a (p - 1, p - 1)-graph. By 
induction q(H) > 6p(H) - 13p(H). Since /3(H) = /? - 1, we have q(H) > 
6(p- l)- 13@- 1). Then q>q(H)> 6p- 13/3+ 7. Clearly q is never 
6p- 13/3+ 1 or less. 
Case 2. 6(G) = 1. Then u has degree 1 and H is a (p - 2, p - 1 )-graph 
with at least 6(p - 2) - 13(/J - 1) = 6p - 13p + 1 edges by induction. Now 
since v has degree 1, s(v) > 1 and q = q(H) + s(v) > 6p - 138 + 2. Again q 
is never 6p - 13p + 1 or less. 
Case 3. 6(G) = 2. Then v has degree 2. Let K be the graph induced by 
the vertices in J(u) together with their neighbors. Since 6(G) = 2, we have 
p(K) > 4. Let L = G -K. The proof now splits into further cases according 
to the order of K. 
Subcase 3.1. p(K) = 4. Then K is a 4-cycle, q(K) = 4, p(K) = 2, and 
p>4.Ifp=4,thenG=Kandq=4>6p-13/?=-2.Ifp>5,thenLisa 
(p - 4, /.I - 2)-graph and by induction q(L) > 6(p - 4) - 13@ - 2) = 
6p - 13/3 + 2. Now q 2 q(K) + q(L) > 6p - 138 + 6. Again q is never 
6p-13p+ 1 or less. 
Subcase 3.2. p(K) = 5. Then p > 5 and if p = 5, G = K is the pentagon 
H, andp=2. Thusq=5>6p-13/3=4. Moreover,q=6p-138+1 and 
H, is subadmissible of type (iii). 
If p > 6, then L is a (p - 5,/3 - 2)-graph. By the induction q(L) > 
6(p-5)-13Gg-2)=6p-13~-4.LetxandybetheverticesofKwhich 
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are not adjacent to U. If x and y are joined by an edge, then q(K) = 5 and 
q>q(K)+q(L)>6p- 13/3+ 1. Moreover, if q=6p- 13/I+ 1, then G is 
the disjoint union of K and L, K is the pentagon, and 
q(L) = 6(p - 5) - 13Cg - 2). This implies that /l(L) =/? - 2 and by 
induction L is admissible so that G is subadmissible of type (iii). If x and y 
are not adjacent, q(K) = 4 and q(K, L) > 2 since 6(G) = 2 implies that both 
x and y have degree at least 2. Now q = q(K) t q(K, L) + q(L) > 
4+2+6p-13/?-4=6p-13/?+2. Clearly q is never 6p-13/3+1 or 
less. 
Subcuse 3.3. p(K) > 6. Then s(u) > 5 and H is a (p - 3, p - 1)-graph. 
By induction q(H)>6(p-3)- 13Cg- 1)=6p- 13p-5. Thus q= 
q(H) + s(u) > 6p - 13/?. If q = 6p - 13/I, then s(n) = 5 and q(H) = 
6(p-3)- 13@- 1)=6p- 138-5 so that /?(H)=p- 1 and by induction 
H is admissible. But since s(u) = 5 and 6(G) = 2, 21 has a neighbor w  of 
degree 2. Since G is triangle-free, w  has a neighbor in H; and since H is 
admissible, this neighbor has degree at least 3 in H and 4 in G. Thus 
s(w) > 6 and H(w) is a (p - 3,fi - 1)-graph with at least 6(p - 3) - 
13@ - 1) edges by induction. So we have q = q(H(w)) t s(w) > 
6p - 13/3 + 1, a contradiction. 
It remains to show that if q = 6p - 13p t 1, then G is subadmissible. So 
suppose q= 6p- 13p + 1. Then q = q(H) t s(u) and since S(U) > 5 and 
q(H) > 6p - 13p - 5, there are two possibilities: either v may be chosen so 
that s(v) = 6 and q(H) = 6p - 13/3 - 5, or every vertex u of degree 2 has 
S(U) = 5 and q(H(u)) = 6p - 13p - 4. In the first case since 6(G) = 2, o is 
central in a 2,2,4 or 3,2,3 path P and H = G-P is admissible by 
induction. Thus G is subadmissible type (ii). 
In the second case we appeal to Lemma 4. Since S(U) = 5, u is central in a 
2,2,3 path P and H(u) = G -P. We note that for every vertex u of degree 2, 
S(U) = 5; thus q(H(u)) = 6p - 13p - 4 and, by induction, H(u) is subad- 
missible. Next suppose G contains a vertex z of degree 3 with all neighbors 
of degree 4. Then s(z) = 12 and H(z) is a (p - 4,p - I)-graph with 
q- 12=6p- 13p- 11 edges. But 6(p-4)- 13@- 1)=6p- 13p- 11, 
so that by induction H(z) is admissible. This implies that 6(G) = 3 because 
admissible graphs have minimum degree at least 3 and every vertex of J(z) 
has degree at least 3. But 6(G) = 2, so we conclude that no vertex of 
degree 3 has all neighbors of degree 4. Now a (p - 4,p- I)-graph with 
q - 11 = 6p - 13/3 - 10 = 6(p - 4) - 13(f? - 1) t 1 edges is subadmissible 
by induction. It then follows from Lemma 4 that G is subadmissible of 
type (iii). 
Case 4. 6(G) = 3. We will say that a subgraph K of G is critical if 
q(K) = 6p(K) - 13/3(K). Suppose that G is not connected. Then G = XV Y 
where X and Y are disjoint. By induction q(X) > 6p(X) - 13&X) and 
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q(Y) > 6p(Y) - 13P(Y). Then q = 03 + q(Y) > 6p(X) - 13/3(X) + 6p(Y) - 
13/?(Y) = 6p - 13/I, since p = p(X) + p(Y) and /I = /3(X) + p(Y). If 
q = 6p - 13/I, then both of X and Y are critical and by induction are 
admissible. Thus G is admissible. 
Suppose G is connected. If G is 3-regular, then it follows from Staton’s 
work [9] that p> 5p/14. Thus 6p - 13p,< 19p/14 and since q = 3p/2, we 
have q > 6p - 13p. Since 6(G) = 3, G is subadmissible of type i. If G is not 
3-regular, then there is a vertex of degree 3 with at least one neighbor of 
degree 4. Let v be such a vertex. Then H is a (p - 4, j3 - 1)-graph and has at 
least 6(p - 4) - 13(‘/3 - 1) = 6p - 13/I - 11 edges by induction. Thus q = 
q(H) + s(u) > q(H) + 10 > 6p - 13/I - 1. Suppose q = 6p - 13p - 1, then u 
has one neighbor of degree 4 and two neighbors of degree 3 and H is critical. 
By induction H is admissible and thus of minimum degree at least 3. Let w  
be one of the neighbors of v with degree 3. Then since G is triangle-free, w  
has two neighbors in H, which have degree at least 3 in H and consequently 
degree 4 in G. Now s(w) = 11 and H(w) is a (p - 4, /I - 1)-graph so that by 
induction q = q(H(w)) + s(w) > 6(p - 4) - 13(/3 - 1) + 11= 6p - 13p. This 
contradicts the assumption that q = 6p - 13p - 1, so we conclude that 
q>6p- 13/I. 
Now we suppose that q = 6p - 13p and show that G is admissible. Recall 
that v is a vertex of degree 3 with at least one neighbor of degree 4. Suppose 
that u has more than one neighbor of degree 4. Then s(u) > 11 and 
q >, q(H) + 11 > 6p - 13/I from which it follows that s(u) = 11; i.e., u has 
exactly two neighbors of degree 4, and H is critical and thus admissible. 
Therefore each component of H is either 4-regular or E, for some k > 3. 
Now q(J(x), H) = 8 so that by Lemma 2 either there is a component D of H 
such that D = E, and q(J(x), D) = 8 or there is a vertex y in H of degree 3 
with two neighbors of degree 4. In the latter case s(u) = 11 and H(y) is a 
(P - 4, P - 1 )-graph with q(H(y))=q- 11=6(p-4)- 13Gfl- 1) so that 
H(y) is admissible. Now u has degree 3 in H(y), so u belongs to a 
component of H(y) which is E, for some k. By construction every vertex of 
degree 3 in E, is contained in a 4-cycle. Thus ZJ belongs to a 4-cycle. But in 
this case 6(H) < 2 which contradicts the admissibility of H. Thus we must 
have q(J(x), D) = 8, D = E,, and J(x) U D is a component of G. Since G is 
connected, G = J(x) u D and p = 16. It was shown in [5] that a graph with 
16 vertices and independence 5 has at least 32 edges. But since G has 
maximum degree 4, this would imply that G were 4-regular. Thus 6(G) = 3 
implies that /I>6 and q=6p- 13/I<6(16)- 13(6)= 18. However 
6(G) = 3 implies that q > 3p/2 = 24. a contradiction. Thus we may conclude 
that u has exactly one neighbor of degree 4 and that no vertex of degree 3 
has two neighbors of degree 4. 
To show that G satisfies the remaining hypothesis of Lemma 6, we 
consider a (p-4,/3- l)-graph with q- 10=6p- 13/3- 10=6(p-4)- 
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13(/3 - I) + 1 edges. By induction such a graph is subadmissible. It now 
follows from Lemma 6 that G is admissible. Since S(G) = 3, G is subad- 
missible of type (i) and this completes the proof for the case 6(G) = 3. 
Case 5. 6(G) = 4. If the 4-regular graph G contains a 4-cycle, then 
choose u in a 4-cycle. If not, then choose any vertex. For any choice of v, 
s(u) = 16 and H(u) is a (p - 5, /3 - 1)-graph with at least 
6(p-5)-13~-1)=6p-13~-17edges.WewillshowthatHcannotbe 
critical. If G contains a 4-cycle, then u belongs to a 4-cycle and since critical 
graphs with fewer than p vertices are admissible by the induction and 
admissible graphs have minimum degree 3, Z-Z cannot be critical. If G 
contains no 4-cycles, then 6(H) = 3. In this case if H were critical and hence 
admissible by the induction, then H would have a component which is an 
extended k-chain. But extended k-chains contain 4-cycles, a contradiction. 
Thus H is not critical and q(H) > 6p - 13/I - 16 so that q = q(H) + 16 > 
6p - 13/3. Since G is 4-regular, G is admissible and subadmissible type (i). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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